March, 2021 Black Crime Roundup
by Earl P. Holt III

The Jews' Media have a real aversion to the truth, so they vilify anyone
who dares to report incidents of black- on-white violent crime. That's
because Interracial violent crime only serves their purposes when the
victim is black and the perpetrator is white.
The Jews' Media's standard narrative is one in which innocent black
victims are constantly under assault by violent white assailants, and
those who disprove this false narrative are subject to their full wrath
and fury.
In fact, the Southern Prevarication Lie Center (SPLC,) has even accused
the CofCC of spreading what it calls “a false narrative of a victimized
white majority under siege by allegedly violent people of color in the
United States.”
To advance their false narrative, any white-on-black violent crime
committed in the U.S. instantly becomes the “lead” story for days on
end: Meanwhile, black-on-white violent crimes are routinely “spiked”
by the Jews' Media and receive only local coverage, if any.
If the Jews’ Media were to report black-on-white violent crime the way
they sensationalize the far less frequent cases of white-on-black violent
crime, we rubes in “flyover country” might get the wrong idea about
Afri- canus criminalis, that 13% of the population that commits 90% of
all murders in the U.S. each year.
Below is a sampling of recent and violent black-on-white incidents that
give Africanus criminalis its well-deserved reputation, one that the
Jews’ Media has been unable to successfully “spike” because of the
evolution of a conservative and alternative news media that includes
the CofCC.
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Caitlyn Kaufman: This white, 26 year-old ICU Nurse was randomly shot
to death in mid-December of 2020 while driving to work the night-shift
at a Nashville hospital. She was murdered by a fat, ugly, sub-human ratn*gger named Devaunte Hill, who is a career criminal.
Nelson Vega: In September of 2020, this 39 year-old white man was
murdered in the course of a car-jacking in Miramar, Florida by two
teenage rat-n*ggers who wanted his Mercedes. He was shot three
times by these two 16 year-olds, who have lengthy records for truancy,
auto- theft, larceny, and drug use.
Veronica Lee Baker: This 17 year-old white woman was a recent high
school graduate who was murdered in Raleigh, North Carolina in
August of 2020 as she was about to begin college. She was murdered by
a 17 year-old n*gger and three black baboon accomplices in the course
of an attempted robbery in the parking lot of a fast-food restaurant.
She is survived by loving parents and a great many friends.
Jossline & Joseph Roland: This 40 year-old Aurora, Colorado couple
were murdered by a sub-human rat-n*gger in August of 2020, when
they unwisely answered the n*gger's fraudulent ad for a vehicle. As is
often the case, the ad was merely "bait" to lure victims with cash into
his clutches to be robbed. As they often do, the black savage decided
he would prefer to keep his victims' money and the vehicle, so he
executed these innocent parents of five children.
Joshua Ungersma: This 37 year-old man was murdered by a conspiracy
of n*ggers when he attempted to deliver a pizza in Lafayette, Indiana in
August of 2020. A male n*gger attempted to rob Mr. Ungersma as he
exited his delivery vehicle, at which point Mr. Ungersma fatally shot his
black ass.
Unfortunately, Mr. Ungersma was unaware of the rat-n*gger's female
accomplice, a rat-nigress who walked up to Mr. Ungersma and shot him
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at point-blank range as he was calling for neighbors to dial the police.
He was working this second job to support his wife and infant son.
Jordan Stevens: This 23 year-old white man and his pregnant wife were
driving to church on I-24 in Beechgrove, Tennessee in August of 2020
when they were abducted by a 28 year-old rat-n*gger. The rat-n*gger
bumped their vehicle from behind as a ploy to compel them to pull over
onto the shoulder of the interstate so he could car-jack them.
He then forced them at gunpoint to drive to their home where he
robbed them and re-abducted them in their own vehicle. At some point
he murdered Jordan Stevens and pushed his body from the vehicle, and
then engaged in a high-speed chase with the pregnant widow still in the
car. He eventually crashed the Stevens' car, at which point he killed
himself, probably the first decent thing this n*gger ever did in his life.
Laura Anderson & Charles Wall: This 45 year-old white male and his 21
year-old white stepdaughter were murdered on her front lawn by a
sub-human rat-n*gger after a minor fender-bender in Georgetown,
South Carolina in August of 2020. The n*gger actually CAUSED the
accident in the first place by bumping into Laura Anderson's parked
vehicle from behind. He then exited the vehicle and murdered both
victims.
Wilma Hochstetler: This 40 year-old white mother of four and her
husband were returning from a construction site when they got a flat
tire in Indianapolis, Indiana in September of 2020. The couple did not
resist as a pack of violent and armed n*gger savages descended upon
them to rob them and then, as an afterthought shot both parents,
killing Wilma Hochstetler and wounding her husband, Jonathon.
Predictably, as is often the case with such black-on-white murders, the
police have denied there was any "racial angle" involved.
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Rowan Sweeney: This white four year-old boy was murdered by a ratn*gger who walked into the child's home in Struthers, Ohio and opened
fire, killing the boy and wounding four adults. The incident occurred in
September of 2020 and the cowardly, sub-human rat-n*gger is still on
the lam.
William Scott Smallwood: This 48 year-old white man was murdered in
September of 2020 by a cold-blooded n*gger associated with Black
Liars Murder (BLM,) who killed three after walking into a Louisville,
Kentucky bar and opening fire. The n*gger has been apprehended, and
did nothing but smile after he was arrested.
Steven Matthew Head: This 24 year-old white man was murdered in
the same mass killing in which William Scott Smallwood (above) was
brutally murdered. The murders took place in September of 2020 in
Louisville, Kentucky.
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